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General Presentation

- 1201 Tunisian citizen sampled from different regions in Tunisia
- Sampling method: proportional method, Kish Table for choosing households.
- 53 interviewers: New graduate statistical engineers (ESSAI)...
- Duration of the survey: Sept 20th-October 20th.
The questionnaire

- Voting behaviour and the electoral process.
- Contacting Elected Officials at National Level.
- Local Councils.
- Political Parties.
- Values: Democracy, Political Regime, Religious.
- Trust in Institutions: Government, ANC.
- Political Efficacy: political parties, civil societies, union...
- Social Networks and Candidate Voter Linkages.
- Activism and Social Movement Participation.
- Gender.
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The participation

- 52.4% of Participation.
- Highest rate of 48-63 years old.
- Increasing with high society situation (40.1% for lower class and 66.7% for a higher class).
- Increasing with education
- 59.1% for Males and 46.4% for Females.
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Results

- 18.3% voted For Ennahdha,
- More than 34% for the Ennahdha when considering only voters.
- Decreasing voting rate for Ennahdha with Social class.
Decision for Voting

- 20.7% the day of the election and 38.7% at the beginning of the campaign.
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Decision for Voting

- 20.7% the day of the election and 38.7% at the beginning of the campaign.
- Young people decide earlier.
- Low social class decide later.
- Deciding for Ennahdha comes early.
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Do you think Tunisia is better off, worse off, or about the same as before the revolution?

- 46.9% of Tunisians see the situation as worse than before the revolution. 28.4% see it as better.
- Young people are less satisfied about the actual situation.
- Two classes are the worst satisfied: the very highest and the very lowest.
- Satisfaction increases with “religiosity”.

![Bar chart showing satisfaction levels in different age groups and religious affiliations.](chart.png)
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How satisfied you are satisfied with the way the current government is handling the country’s affairs?

▶ 51.2% of Tunisians are very dissatisfied
▶ Daily users of Social Networks are the very satisfied.
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Overall, do you think the current Constituent Assembly is doing a poor, fair, good, or excellent job?

- 51.2% of Tunisians are very dissatisfied

![Bar chart showing the distribution of responses.]

- 53.4% of Tunisians are very dissatisfied
- 29.3% are satisfied
- 6.3% are undecided
- 1% are satisfied
- 9.8% are dissatisfied
- 0.2% do not know
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- 51.2% of Tunisians are very dissatisfied
- 58% were very satisfied from the parliament of the former regime.
Overall, do you think the current Constituent Assembly is doing a poor, fair, good, or excellent job? 

- 51.2% of Tunisians are very dissatisfied 
- 58% were very satisfied from the parliament of the former regime. 
- University Education class are the most very dissatisfied.
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Who do you think would provide better leadership for the problems that Tunisia faces today? Jbeli/Sebsi

- 43.3% For Sebsi, and 29.7% for Jbeli.
- Rate in favour to Sebsi increases with Education Level.
- 54.4% of Ennahdha voters are satisfied by Jbeli.
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For whom you will vote?

69.2% Don’t know
0% Not vote

14.2% Ennahda
8.1% Nidaa Touness
2.4% CPR
1.9% 4-Allaridha
1% 5-Ettakatol
1.1% 6-Jabha Chaabia
0.6% 7-Etjoumhouri
0.4% 8-Elmoubedra
0.1% 9-Almassar
1% Aoutes listes
0% Not vote
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For whom you will vote?
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New entries:
Next Election!

People have voted in Oct 23th:
At the end 43.1% are Optimist